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 AFOČA

 by YUSUF AHMED

 In Harar there are many different kinds of associations or groupings. They can
 be classified into five major categories:

 I. Afoča: funeral and wedding observance association.
 II. Baha : union to save money and help during special events.

 III. Mugad : boys' and girls' associations.
 IV. Jema' a: union for religious observances.
 V. Ahlač wa marinač (or gaelač ) : relatives and friends.

 All of these are "sex associations" (either exclusively male or female) with
 very few exceptions. This paper will deal only with the afoča. Concerning the mugad,
 reference can be made to Duri Mohamed's article in the University College Ethno-
 logical Society Bulletin.1

 The word afoča (hCp*) has two meanings: first, it means "neighbourhood".
 Second, in the phrase of Leslau, though it is very general, the afoča is "an association
 of neighbours participating in various social activities." The afoča is a ceremonial
 association whose primary functions are assisting in the performances of wedding
 and funeral ceremonies. All other functions are secondary. There are male afoča
 and female afoča, known as aboč (ì' 0 "Tf*) and endoč {ì''ì ?'■(*) afoča, respectively ; there
 is no relation between the two. In Harar, there are between 100 and 120 afoča of
 both sexes, each of which has between sixty and ninety members. The members
 usually belong to the same neighbourhood ( toya , ■¥•?) but do not have to be rela-
 tives, neighbours or friends.

 WHAT AFOČA MEANS FOR THE HARAR PEOPLE

 The afoča is indispensable for every Harari. People say, '• '•
 which means, "My afoča first, and everything else next." The afoča has an extreme
 effect on the happiness which each person enjoys and the sorrow that befalls him.

 Many old men pray, MP to- • a**';)- s w$>fO~9° '• •i'fl'VP '• s ÂCÏ !
 ÍLA&3 which means, "I pray that I be not left out of an afoča in life and
 death, happiness and sorrow."

 In Harar, a man can live without relatives and friends, but never without an
 afoča. For these reasons, all people are members of one afoča or another, regardless

 1. Addis Ababa. University College, Ethnological Society Bulletin, n. 4 (1955), pp. 15-19.
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 of where they live. Those who live in villages around Harar are members of afoča in
 Harar. If there are a large number of people in a village or a city, they form their
 own afoča, as they have done in Dire Dawa, Jigjiga, Kombolča, Addis Ababa, etc.

 MEMBERSHIP

 Membership does not depend upon caste, class, or occupation (but the person
 must be a Moslem), though priority is given to farmers who can work (dig) hard,
 and to men who can read the Koran and the mäwelud (ťWfD-A-Jt) important
 books for wedding and funeral ceremonies). Women give priority to those who can
 sing well or who can say blessings "duwa" (&TÔ)- When a new member joins an
 afoča he has in mind, '• 3*0^ which means, "Let us help each other
 in burial."

 MEMBERSHIP IN THE MALE AFOČA

 Membership is free in the male afoča. If a man leaves his own afoča and wants
 to join another, the new afoča asks him the reason why he has left the former one,
 and their acceptance or rejection depends upon his answer.

 If a member dies, he is replaced by his widow. Although she does not attend
 wedding and funeral ceremonies, she pays her share. Usually the membership of a
 father includes that of his immediate family and his guests, who are non-participating
 members. A year after a son's marriage, however, he joins an afoča himself (usually
 his father's). He may also, for convenience's sake, join the afoča nearest to his shop
 or working place.

 MEMBERSHIP IN THE FEMALE AFOČA

 When a woman wants to join an afoča, she has to pay a fixed amount of money
 ($20). This is because of two reasons: first, unlike the male afoča, which owns
 only tools for digging graves, the female afoča collects a large sum of money for
 wedding ceremonies, in some cases up to $200, in which case the newcomer also
 shares the benefit, Second, the commitments of women's afoča are much more than
 those of men on any occasion.

 Unlike men, women do not join the afoča of their mother after marriage, but
 that of their mother-in-law instead, because of a patriachal family system. If the
 mother-in-law is living, a woman joins after her first child is born. If the mother-
 in-law is deceased, she joins after having had two children.

 FUNCTIONS OF THE AFOČA

 It is compulsory to attend a wedding ceremony and a funeral ceremony and to
 contribute money. The actual wedding ceremony, so far as the afoča is concerned,
 commences a day before the wedding day and ends on the wedding day itself; the
 funeral ceremony starts the day a person dies and ends on the third day.
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 All members pay an equal amount of money and render equal services. Gener-
 ally, their functions are both traditional and religious. They are traditional, because
 they consist of activities that have nothing to do with religion like inäy gäbäta 2

 abba 3 etc. They are religious, because what is read and sùng
 is mostly religious. In short, these functions are religious and based oft traditions.

 FUNCTIONS OF THE MALE AFOČA

 At funerals amuta gar (ři ;){'.) the members have many things to do.
 First, if someone dies, everyone, except sick and old men, goes tò the burial placé,
 digs, and prepares the grave. Anyone who arrives late is fined. When the gravé is
 made ready, they will bring the corpse and bury it. Sometimes moře than one of oča
 joins in the burial ceremonies. This usually occurs at the death of old men or women
 who have two or more children who are members of different afoča. This co-opera1-
 tion makes the digging very easy. On the third day after a death, three men, according
 to their turn, build a small rectangular stone wall approximately 3 ft. in height,
 3 ft. wide and 6 ft. long, around the grave. This is called qäberi u'n («Hl¿ s M).

 Second, members of the afoča spend three days in the house of the deéeasèd
 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. approximately. They also have a little break at noon for
 prayer (sälat, (ìAìh)- They read the fatah (4-^U), the säläwat (lìAT'ì*) (intercessory
 prayers) duwa and the Koran. While doing so, they chew çát.4 and dřiňk qéhwà
 (ÝťP), a local drink made of coffee beans, husks and leaves and also çat with each
 other.5

 Third, each member brings his afoča hirat (hep* '• tà-'t') (supper) ând his
 afoča laqänä (h (•".¥' 1 AÝ>) (breakfast) to the amuta gar, and all members, relatives
 and friends eat together. In this way, the afoča feeds the mourners for three days.

 At weddings bäläcu gar (il '• PC) men spend two days reading the mäwelud
 and other religious songs. The first day is called fätäh yam (4*'tU!f9°) and the second
 and most important day is called quran yam (&/!*'}'• f 9°) ■ Although each member
 brings a bundle of (at, no member contributes money for the wedding ceremonies,
 if the occasion is at night, as in the cases of special ceremony for dead parents Called
 mäwelud and soman ), in the month of Ramadan, during which all cerern-
 onies take place at night, members stay for almost the whole night (approximately
 from 8.30 p.m. to 5 a.m. for mäwelud, and from 8.30 p.m. tó 2 a.m. in Ramadan).6

 2. Gift of food presented to married couple by bride's mother. This particular food is prepared
 by the female members of the afoča. See also Ethnological Society Bulletin, n.3 (1954), p. 23.

 3. On the third day of the wedding the bride's family, especially her brothers, bring a basket of
 dates, to the house of the newly-wed couple.

 4. Catha edulis.

 5. For details see also Abdulla Abdurahman, "Harari funeral customs", Ethnological Society
 Bulletin , n.l (1953), p. 23-26.

 6. See also Abdulla Abdurahman "Harari wedding customs", Ethnological Society Bulletin , n.2
 (1953), 5-8.
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 FUNCTION OF THE FEMALE AFOČA

 Women make the wedding more joyful, and console families in bereavement
 more than men do. They sacrifice more time and give more material help and moral
 support to the family than men.

 First, in the funerals they are generally the masters of the kitchen, usually
 no relative enters there. They prepare qahwa, food and all the other things for the
 male afoča, relatives and friends who are there. They prepare food known as quran
 gäbäta («fe¿ s nap) for the afoča on the third day after the death. They buy every-
 thing which will be needed (of course, after consulting the head of the family, the
 wife or the mother), and make food and drink ready. They say blessings and sing
 consoling songs. The function is the same for märd'a (0°C?.ò), the death of a person
 away from home, but not for the death of a baby. The women afoča have a special
 house in which they stay, and no relatives stay with them.

 Second, women contribute more money than men do. They pay qahwa, quran
 and asayä mähaläq1 (M? s */0ehň't') on the first, third and fortieth days of the death,
 respectively, amounting to $1.50. They also take food to the mourners. If it so
 happens that both the husband and wife are members of the afoča of the husband
 and wife of the mourners, the wife of the former takes meals in separate bowls : one
 for the male and the other for the female afoča. Women do not eat their supper and
 breakfast together as the members of the male afoča do.

 At weddings also, women's afoča controls the kitchen. They prepare various
 kinds of drink, like qahwa, quii («fem.) hašar (fhîfc). bun (fKJ), sähi mf to satisfy
 the tastes of the people. They prepare traditional food like ukät9, waqalim, inäy
 gäbäta and mutabbeq.10 They do this while singing, dancing and blessing the parents
 of the bride or the bridegroom.

 Whenever the women see relatives or friends (men or women) of the bride's
 or groom's fam'ly, they make a thrilling sound (ululate alii) and that man or woman
 must then put some money (from $1. to $10.) in a basket the afoča sets to
 collect the money. This is the main source of income for the women's afoča.

 At weddings, too, the women contribute about $1.50 each. If the family of
 bride or groom has more than one relative in the same afoča, each relative in the
 afoča obtains about $1.50 from each of the other members. These relatives, in
 turn give the money to the head of the family; this money is called bälacu mähaleq
 (ÍIA'T: s «WfhA'H- Quran gäbäta, inäy gäbäta, abba and aruzmewta'a mähaläq11

 7. Money paid to the widow by women friends and relatives on the fortieth day of her husband's
 death.

 8 . Quti, drink made of coffee leaves ; hašar , husks ; bun , beans, respectively. Sähi, tea.
 9. Abdulla Abdurahman, "Preparation of Hararian ukat", Ethnological Society Bulletin , n.3

 (1954), pp. 26-27.
 10. Yusuf Ahmed, "Harari Sausages and Harari Sweet", Ethnological Society Bulletin , n.7 (1957),

 pp. 85-90

 11. The following are the contributions of female afoča called bälacu mähaleq to the family where
 wedding takes place. They are inäy gäbäta mähaläq , money paid on the third, abba , on the fourth,
 aruzmewfa'a mähaläq on the seventh day of the wedding.
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 (h*r H '• ""rhAÝ) are given to the family on the first, third, fourth and eighth days
 of the wedding, respectively.

 SOME SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE AFOČA

 1. There is concern on the part of the male afoča only for the members of
 the immediate family of its member, for his parents and his guests. In the women's

 afoča, however, this concern, extends to sisters, brothers, aunts, uncles, sons-in-law,
 and other more distant relatives.

 2. In the male afoča, sometimes two afoča co-operate in funeral ceremonies.
 Awe Ahmed Abon's case, a case in which more than ten afoča from all quarters
 of Harar (named after the gates) took part in his burial ceremony, was an exceptional
 one. The reason for this was that he was the greatest landlord and the richest man

 in the town and he had also over forty-five children. In the female afoča, however,
 the participation of more than two is common, and as many as eight afoča are
 frequently seen contributing money for one and the same funeral. This is because
 women are concerned not only with the immediate family, but also with the more

 distant relatives. In these cases, the afoča geographically nearest the family involved
 leads the ceremony and prepares food and drink.

 3. If more than one member of the same afoča has an occasion on the same
 day, as usually happens in the case of wedding ceremonies (because in Harar,
 weddings take place within almost the same months of the year, especially the month
 before Ramadan), the members are divided into separate groups, which are
 allocated in such a way that equal number of members participate on each occasion.

 4. There must be personal harmony, co-operation and, above all, reciprocity
 among the members of the afoča. The following is an illustration of this attitude.
 There was a kadi (a supreme judge in Harar who in the past was next only to the
 Amir in rank, respect and power), who unlike all other members, used to go to every
 ceremony without (at, and as soon as he arrived, he asked permission to leave and
 then departed. However, a few years later he had a wedding for his daughter. Then
 it was the members' turn to retaliate. All went without čat, and as soon as they
 entered, they asked permission to leave, and left, until only three were left in his
 house. Thus it was a sad wedding ceremony. This indicates the necessity for reci-
 procity in mutual duties and obligations.

 PROPERTIES OF THE AFOČA

 The properties of the afoča are called afoča mähawa (hC.F '• Each male
 afoča has its own digging tools and a leather-bed with which the members carry
 the corpse to the grave. Old tools are repaired and new ones are added when neces-
 sary. These will be kept in an elder's house, or at any place where they will be easily
 picked up when needed. They have mereti mähaUiq money obtained
 from the members who were fined for being late. Although it is small, it covers, at
 least, their expenses. This money will usually be kept in an elder's safe.
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 Women have much more money than men. One of the elders will take care of
 this money which sometimes amounts to over $800. - . The members may share
 the money, or help a member who is in difficulty.

 CO-ORDINATION, RULES AND PROBLEMS

 All members are active members and, therefore, all of them must perform
 uniform and parallel tasks (except, of course, the sick, the old and the man who
 is outside the town), and must pay an equal amount of money. No one is exempted
 from payment. The interesting thing here is that even the deadliest enemies go to
 each other's houses to carry out their obligations as long as they are members of
 the same afoča. Usually reconciliation takes place on such occasions.

 There are special messengers, yäfirzalac AŤ), in both afoča, one in the
 male afoča and more than one in the female afoča. These are men or women who
 gather the members together whenever there is an occasion. They must go, at any
 time and in any weather, to every member's house in order to inform him about
 the matter. However, men are exempted from going to the grave and women, from
 the burial ceremony. Men although they learn the names of the members by heart,
 use a written list, and women (usually in pairs) use a handful of pebbles. Whenever
 they tell one member, they throw one pebble away. They put a stone in front of the
 member's door when she is away, so that, when she returns, she knows that the afoča
 has an occasion.

 Each male afoča has a hatib (Tim/fl) a man who leads the ceremony by reading
 the mäwelud and the salawat. He is the most venerated man in the afoča, and his
 family is provided with a well-prepared bowl of food on the wedding day.

 There is no grade in the afoča and no one person has an exclusive authority
 to decide anything. The affairs of the afoča too, are not directed by any single man,
 but rather, by a group of elders called ragač These people co-operate in
 regulating the ceremony and maintaining order; they advise members, and chair the
 meetings, if they have any, and say the blessing.

 Although there are occasional meetings called afoča mässamät
 held at any suitable house to help a member who is in difficulty, or to reconciliate
 enemies, to discuss a problem of a day, to admit or to expel a member, etc., the
 afoča has no regular meetings. They have no codified or written law. They have
 traditional rules that all men and women know and obey. Anyone who acts against
 them or violates the regulations, decided by the afoča at the meeting, is subjected
 to penalties such as fines (ranging in severity from a dollar to an ox), boycotting of
 that member's celebration, and in some extreme cases, expulsion from the afoča.

 No afoča has been disintegrated or has been liquidated, except for the abnormal
 cases that have occurred recently. This shows that they have been very few or no
 problems that cause disruption. This is mainly due to three reasons:

 1. No one has the exclusive power to exploit another.
 2. The afoča does not interfere in any personal affairs whatsoever. As long as a
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 member performs his functions normally, and creates no trouble in the
 afoča, the afoča neither fines nor expels him for lack of piety, sobriety or
 other things. This is left to the parents, friends and relatives.

 3. There is reciprocity between members.

 RECENT CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS

 Time has brought immense changes in the social and economic conditions of
 Harari society, especially after the Italian invasion. As a result, there has been a
 reform movement on the part of the afoča to adjust themselves to the times. All
 the afoča felt the corrupting effect and decided to do something about it; this
 culminated in the meeting of the representatives of all the male afoča at the Jami
 Mosque eight years ago. There, they decided to take stringent measures against
 anyone who acted against the society. Some of the main reforms are the following :

 1. They banned tunsus (yrh'ííVfl) wedding dances and songs performed by
 boys and girls beginning the third evening that precedes a wedding, and discouraged
 mugad. Later, however, they allowed boys and girls to amuse themselves in separate
 rooms. This step was taken to correct the deteriorating morality of boys and girls.

 2. They limited the amount of the pillows, dresses, trousers and shawls that
 the bride takes to her new house as a dowry from her family, e.g. instead of the
 original forty pillows, she now takes only twelve. This was done so that no poor
 bride's family should suffer economic embarrassment. The rich, however, make
 further gifts to the bride after the ceremony; that is, when the guests have departed.

 3. They limited the amount of money given to the girl as a dowry from her
 bridegroom. Wahači (a girl married for the first time) may be given
 $500. and gufta (a widow marrying for the second time) may be given
 $200. Traditional gifts such as oxen, butter, and grain, are also limited. Members
 of the afoča decided not to attend any wedding ceremony where these rules are not
 respected.

 EMERGENCE OF A NEW TYPE OF AFOČA

 The old order has changed and the number of merchants and tradesmen mul-
 tiplied (previously almost all men were farmers). With the emergence of these
 merchants, the problems of time and convenience came on to the scene. For them,
 digging a grave became a mere wastage of time and energy, and eating two meals
 together became unhygienic and improper. These people indignant at the outdated
 procedures of tradition and oí the inflexibility ot the old men formed an organized
 group of their own two years ago. They introduced new rules and omitted some
 former ones. The innovations which were introduced are as follows:

 1. They have a written constitution.
 2. They requested and obtained the recognition of the Imperial Government.
 3. They have a president, secretary and treasurer.
 4. Members pay a dollar per month dues.
 5. They have regular meetings once a month.
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 6. They give the mourners $40 from their monthly fees.
 7. Unlike others they pay to have graves dug beforehand.
 8. They do not feed the mourners.

 Other than these things the functions of the afoča are not changed (except
 that the ceremony will be over by noon). In Harar there is only one such afoča and
 it has between eighty or ninety members, almost all being traders. In Addis Ababa
 there are about four similar new afoča, each having from ninety to 140 members.
 In one, the membership fee is $3., and each member pays a monthly fee of $1.50.
 There is no feeding of the mourners. They instead, give $50. for the mourners
 from their monthly fees.

 All these changes have occurred in the male afoča. So far as the female afoča
 are concerned, there are very few changes. Women, however, instead of paying
 from their pocket as before, started to give the mourners money from the deposited
 cash they had.

 In conclusion, it may be pointed out that the afoča is a vital part of the life
 of each Harari. It is the most important, the most respected and the best organized
 social groupings of Harari people.
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